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Let G be a non-Abelian compact topological group, with normal-

ized Haar measure ug, and suppose that V^ 1 is a continuous unitary

irreducible representation (CUIR) of G on a Hilbert space H of

dimension d^2. Let {£1, •••,&} be an orthonormal basis of H and

VpQ(x) = (VJ;q, £p) a coordinate function of V. This paper investigates

the measure of the set C= {xEG'.vpq(x)=0\. A sufficient condition

for C to have measure zero for every choice of V, t;p, and £q is that G

be connected. An example is given to show that this condition is not

necessary. If, however, G is totally disconnected, then there always

exist such representations of G, of dimension at least two, for which

the zero set of every coordinate function has positive measure.

We require the following lemmas. For the proof of Lemma 1,

see [l].

Lemma 1. Letf(x) be analytic in the open set IERn mapping into the

Banach space K over R. Suppose f is not identically zero. Then

D= {xEI'f(x) =0} has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0.

The next lemma is based on a discussion in [4, pp. 161-170],

wherein the Haar integral for a connected Lie group G is given in

terms of an integral over the underlying manifold of G.

Lemma 2. Let G be a connected Lie group, with underlying manifold

of dimension p, and let (V, <j>) be a local chart for a fixed (but arbitrary)

x in G. Let D be a relatively closed subset of <p(V) with p-dimensional

Lebesgue measure zero in Rp.

Then <p^1(D) has Haar measure zero in G.

Proof. Denote ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure by Xp. Let

AE<j>(V) be compact, with \"(A)=0. Then we can find a sequence

{JF,,}"^ of open sets in <p(V) such that

(i) AEWnEW;E<P(V), W~ compact;

(ii) Wn+iEW-+xEWn;

(iii) \"(Wn)<l/n.

Let/„:G—>[0, l] be a continuous function which is 1 on t£-1(JF„) and

0 outside of V. Denote Haar measure on G by u and the characteristic
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function of a set B by £b. Appealing to [4, pp. 161-170], we may write

f fd»=  f     ifo^-FdX",

where F is a continuous function on <piV) and/ is a continuous func-

tion on G vanishing outside V. F is bounded on W/, say by M, and

so is bounded by M on each W~. Hence for each n, (/no0_1)-P is

bounded by M on W„. Thus we infer that

niir^A)) =  |   &-\A)dn =  1 ^~liA)dii
J a J *-1(ir.)

^    f fndn=   f     (/„0*-l)-P<*X»

^ M,*X*(PF») < 3f/w       for every n.

Hence pi4>~1iA))=0.

Now choose a sequence {F,,}n-i of compact cubes in 0(F) such

that <S>iV)=\Jn~i Fn, and set Dn = Dr\Fn. Because D is relatively

closed in <piV), Z>„ is relatively closed in Fn and so is compact. It

follows from the first part of the proof that pid>~1iDn)) =0 for each n.

Since D = \JD„, we conclude that </>-1(Z>) has Haar measure zero.

Lemma 3. Let K be a compact connected Lie group and g a nonzero

analytic function on K. Then B= {yEK'.giy) =0} has Haar measure

zero.

Proof. Suppose that the interior B° ol B is nonvoid and let xEB°-.

Choose a local chart (£7, </>*) for x, <f>xiUx) being an open cube in R'

and <px a homeomorphism. Since g is analytic, so also is the function

go&"l:0*(£7)-*C, by definition (see [4, p. 74]). Plainly, <k(£7) is

connected and open; since Uxr\B99£0, 4>xiUxr\Ba) is open. More-

over, since go<f>xl vanishes on the open set 4>xiUxf~^B*>)E4>xiUx), it

vanishes identically on <px(Ux) (see [5, p. 202]). Thus g vanishes on

Ux, whence UXEB". Since x was arbitrary, it follows that B"~ is open.

But then we have that B"~ = K since K is connected, and hence that

B = K. This contradicts the fact that g is nonzero. We conclude that

£°=0.
For a fixed yEB and a local chart (Uv,<py) of y, set W = <pyiUv). Then

go<pyl cannot be identically zero on W, by the preceding paragraph.

The set Dy= {xEW:god>~1ix)=0} therefore has s-dimensional

Lebesgue measure zero, by Lemma 1. Du is closed in the relative

topology of IF as a subspace of R'.
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Since B is closed and hence compact, B can be covered by a finite

number of open sets Uv, with yEB. Because <py is a homeomorphism,

we have that g(t)=0 ior tEU„ if and only if gO(p~1(<py(t))=0; thus

Uyr\B=(p~i(Dv). Since <p~'(Dv) has Haar measure zero in K, by

Lemma 2, we infer that B has Haar measure zero.

Theorem 1. Let G be a connected compact group and let H be a nor-

mal subgroup such that G/H is a Lie group. Suppose that f is a nonzero

complex-valued function on G which assumes constant values on the left

cosets of H such that the induced mapping J: G/H—+C is real analytic.

Then the set C= {xEG:f(x) =0} has Haar measure zero.

Proof. Since the factor group G/H is connected and compact,

we may apply Lemma 3 to conclude that the zero set B of the func-

tion/ has Haar measure zero in G/H. Appealing to [3, (28.54)], we

may write

(1) hdua/H =  I   ho irdua
J Gin ^ a

for hEC0o(G/H), where w is the canonical mapping between G and

G/H. From this we easily infer that (1) obtains with h = £B, the char-

acteristic function of B. Since/(x) = 0 if and only ilf(xH) = 0, we may

write the set C as w~1(B). Then we have that ^c=^b o t and hence

0 = ug/h(B) =   I      %Bduo/H =   I   %BOirdua =  I   Zcdna = ug(C).
J G/H J G J G

Thus C has measure zero, concluding the proof.

We now prove that zero sets of coordinate functions have zero

measure in compact connected groups.

Theorem 2. Let G, V, and C be as in the opening paragraph, and

suppose that G is connected. Then C has Haar measure zero for every

choice of £p and £,.

Proof. Since the representation space of V is finite-dimensional

[2, (22.13)], V(G) may be viewed as a subgroup of the Lie group

U(d), where U(d) denotes the group oi dXd unitary matrices over the

complex field C. Let H = ker V— \xEG: Vz = l\; then H is a normal

subgroup of G, of measure zero. The factor group G/H is connected

and compact; the mapping V":G/H—>V(G), defined by VH(xH) = Vx,

is clearly a topological isomorphism.

Being a compact and therefore closed subgroup of U(d), V(G) is

itself a Lie group, whence G/H is a Lie group (see [3, pp. 130, 135]);
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thus VB is analytic [6, p. 84]. Define v^.G/H-^C by v£ixH)

= iV"ixH)%Q, £„)= (V£q, £p), for arbitrary elements £p and £, in an

orthonormal basis of R', lor some s^d*; thus vvt is the function on

G/H induced by vPQ. Write &=g o F«, where g(Fx) = (F^„ £p>. The

function g is analytic, being the restriction to ViG) of the analytic

function g'iU) = (£/£„ £P) on (7(d). Thus v%, is analytic.

We note that vp„ix) cannot be identically zero, in view of the fact

that the square of the absolute value of any coordinate function inte-

grates to a positive number. Theorem 1 now applies, with f = vpq and

f = vH„ and we conclude that the set C= {xEG: (Vx£t, £P) = 0] has

Haar measure zero in G.

That the converse of the previous theorem does not obtain is

demonstrated by the next example.

Example. Let H be a compact disconnected Abelian group and K

a compact connected non-Abelian group. Consider the disconnected

group G = HXK. Continuous unitary irreducible representations V

of G are of the form x' IF, where x is a character of H and IF is a

representation on K. Thus the zero set of a coordinate function of V

is precisely the zero set of a coordinate function of IF, hence of mea-

sure zero by Theorem 2.

A partial converse of the theorem, however, can be proved. The

following lemma is required.

Lemma 4. Let G be a compact non-Abelian group, and suppose that G

admits a finite non-Abelian homomorphic image.

Then there exists a CUIR V of G, of dimension at least 2, such that

every coordinate function of V has a zero set of positive measure.

Proof. Write K=fiG), where / is a homomorphism and if is a

finite non-Abelian group. Set N=kerf; then G/N is isomorphic with

K. By [2, (5.26)], N is open and so has positive Haar measure. Since

G/N is non-Abelian, there exists a nontrivial CUIR W of G/N of

dimension d 2:2. Let H denote the representation space of W, and

let £p and £, be arbitrary elements of an orthonormal basis of H, with

p9^q. Then evidently we have (W7r£e, £P) = 0 since Wu = I.

Denote by tr the canonical homomorphism between G and G/N.

Then F=IFo7r is a continuous unitary representation of G and is

irreducible since W is. Further, for any xEN, we have (Vx^q, £„)

= (W7r£„ £P} = 0, whence we infer that NEC= {xEG:vpqix)=0}.

Thus C has positive measure.

Finally we consider the case p = q. Then for any xEC, we clearly

have xNEC and so C is of positive measure. Thus every coordinate

function of V has a zero set of positive Haar measure.
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Theorem 3. Let G be a compact non-Abelian group satisfying one of

the following conditions:

(i) G is finite;
(ii) G is infinite and totally disconnected;

(iii) G is infinite, disconnected, and the commutator subgroup Gi of

G is dense in G.

Then there exists a CUIR V of G, of dimension greater than one, such

that the zero set of every coordinate function of V has positive measure.

Proof. In view of Lemma 4, it suffices to show that each of the

above conditions implies the existence of a finite non-Abelian homo-

morphic image of G. For G finite this is obvious. Now suppose that G

is infinite and totally disconnected. Let x, yEG be such that xyj^yx,

and let [/ be a neighborhood of the identity element e which does not

contain xyx~xy~x. Since G is totally disconnected, there is an open

normal subgroup A of G contained in U [2, (7.7)], and soxyx~1y~lEN.

Thus we have xNyN^yNxN and hence G/N is non-Abelian. Since

N is open, G/N is finite.

Finally, suppose that G is infinite, disconnected, and Gx is dense in

G. Denote the component of e by C(e); then C(e) is a closed normal

subgroup of G and G/C(e) is totally disconnected [2, (7.1) and (7.3)].

If G/C(e) were Abelian, then GxEC(e) and so G = GTEC(e)~=C(e),

a contradiction since G is not connected. Thus G/C(e) is non-Abelian

and totally disconnected, and so, by the previous paragraph, G/C(e)

(and hence G) has a finite non-Abelian homomorphic image.
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